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600s APPLIED SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
608 Acc

Accidental inventions [videorecording] : 10 inventions, 10 DVD
extraordinary stories.

This program reveals the incredible stories behind 10 of the
world's most popular inventions. Through interviews, historical
photos and 3D graphics, learn about the inventors, how events
transpired, and how each discovery changed our everyday
lives.

611 Liv

Living body internal defenses [videorecording].

VHS

Shows how the human body responds when the whole body is
attacked by bacteria or viruses. Explores the role of the spleen,
the lymphatic system, white blood cells, and antibodies. Uses
the common cold as an example of the response of the body to
a viral attack.

611 Mus

Muscles [videorecording]

VHS

The widespread nature of muscle tissue in the body is
introduced as this program looks at the complex movements
involved in the exercise of rowing. The nature of the muscle
itself is examined, from its gross structure to its detailed
microstructure, where chemical energy is harnessed to
produce movement.

Muscular and skeletal systems [videorecording]

VHS

Explores the architecture of the human body. Examines the
bones of the skeleton, muscles, individual muscle cells, and
the cardiac muscle. Includes animation.

611.018166 Dna DNA (videodisc) the secret of life/[videorecording] :

DVD

A half-century ago, three teams with three different approaches
raced to unravel the structure of DNA. This program blends
extensive interviews and firsthand narration with extraordinary
graphics to tell the compelling story of how the perhaps
unlikely duo of Jim Watson and Francis Crick won that race.
Many of the principal figures in the quest discuss their
frustrations and insights, including Nobel Laureates Watson
and Crick, Maurice Wilkins, and Linus Pauling's son, Peter.

611.6 Hum

The human body (VHS) [videorecording] : excretory
system.

VHS

Explains how the excretory system removes wastes in the
human body.

611.7 Hum

The human body muscular system [videorecording].

VHS

Explains how electrical signals travel along nerves to striated,
smooth and cardiac muscles, how muscle fibers respond by
contracting and how the contractions pump blood through
arteries, push food through the digestive system, and move the
bones.

611.81 Bra

BILL NYE : BRAIN [videorecording (DVD)]

DVD

In this thought-provoking episode some very tricky optical
illusions show that the brain doesn't always correctly interpret
what it sees. Check out Bill Nye from a whole new angle when
he gets an M. R. I. of his brain.

612 Ana

The anatomically correct world of anatomy, part 1/VHS
(Videorecording)

VHS

Explains the function of the circulatory, respiratory, digestive,
endocrine, and the production systems of human body.

The anatomically correct world of anatomy, part 2 /VHS
(Videorecording)

VHS

Explains the function of the circulatory, respiratory, digestive,
endocrine, and the production systems of human body.

Digestion (VHS) [videorecording]

VHS

This program provides a thorough introduction to the structure
and functions of the digestive tract.

Human body (VHS) [videorecording] : digestive system.

VHS

Explores the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system,
and reveals how the brain and its extension, the spinal cord,
receive sensory information, and how the brain sends reaction
impulses out to the body's organs, muscles, and glands.

612 Hom

Homeostasis [videorecording]

VHS

Investigates how the body controls its internal environment.

612 Inc

The incredible human body [videorecording]

VHS

Explores the human body through individual case studies,
highlighting cutting-edge medical technology and life-anddeath personal dramas.

612 Und

Understanding the human body [videorecording] an
introduction to anatomy and physiology

DVD

In this 32-lecture video course, Dr. Anthony Goodman puts a
solid understanding of human anatomy and physiology easily.
You'll learn to see the structure and functioning of our bodies
as an awesome, integrated unity, a perspective that reveals the
logic and symmetry of the human organism with compelling
clarity.

612.044 Phy

The physiology of exercise [videorecording]

DVD

Shows experiments which measure increases in heart rate,
systolic pressure, respiratory rate, and tidal volume at different
levels of exercise. Changes in heart and lung activity
demonstrate how the exerciser copes with increasing levels of
exercise.

612.1 Cir

Circulatory and respiratory systems [videorecording]

VHS

Examines the circulatory system including the heart, blood,
and vessels. Looks at the respiratory system and its close
relationship with the circulatory system, and shows how the
lungs operate. Includes animation.

Circulatory system [videorecording]

VHS

Explains the functions of the major body systems.

The heart [videorecording]

VHS

Considerable detail is shown with the structure and function of
the heart.

612 Dig

612.1 Hea

612.1 Pum

Pumping life: the heart and circulatory system
(Videorecording)

VHS

Describes how the body's circulatory system works and its
importance to the human body.

612.2 Bre

Breathing [videorecording]

VHS

612.2 Res

Respiration and circulation: gas exchange, molecular
transport [videorecording]

DVD

A collection of science videos explaining the basics of
anatomy.

612.3 Dig

Digestion and excretion: absorption, excretion, and
homeostasis [videorecording]

DVD

A collection of science videos explaining the basics of
anatomy.

The digestive system (VHS) [videorecording] : down the
hatch.

VHS

Follows both the mechanical and chemical processes of
digestion that turn food into nutrients and vitamins the body
can absorb, and als discusses eating disorders and the
importance of healthy eating.

612.4 End

The endocrine system: molecular messengers, chemical DVD
control [videorecording]

A collection of science videos explaining the basics of
anatomy.

612.4 Hor

The human body hormones [videorecording].

VHS

A look at hormones which control many critical functions of
the body, and the nature and role of hormones.

612.46 Uri

The urinary tract: water! /VHS (Videorecording)

DVD

Explains the functions of water in the human body, including
the functions of drinking, breathing, sweating, and urinating.
The urinary tract is analyzed in detail.

612.6 In

In the womb [videorecording]

DVD

From the moment of conception, every human embryo
embarks on an incredible nine-month journey of development.
Now, cutting-edge technology makes it possible for National
Geographic Channel's "In the womb" to open a window into the
hidden world of the fetus and explore each trimester in
amazing new detail. Revolutionary 3-D and 4-D imagery sheds
light on the delicate, dark world of a fetus as never before and
follows a rare fetoscope operation, performed in utero with the
hope of correcting life-threatening complications before birth.

612.6 Mir

The miracle of life videorecording.

DVD

A documentary which shows the actual conception and
development of a baby. Looks inside the male and female
reproductive organs to show the formation of sperm and the
passage of a fertilized egg through the fallopian tube. Uses a
microscope to observe DNA, chromosomes, and other minute
body details building up to the moment of birth.

612.6 Ody

The odyssey of life. the ultimate journey [videorecording] VHS

612.6 Rep

Reproductive systems [videorecording]

VHS

612.6 Ult

The ultimate journey [videorecording]

VHS

612.63 Fro

From conception to birth [videorecording]

VHS

Actual in-utero photography follows the development of the
human being from conception to birth.

612.63 Jou

Journey into life [videorecording] : the triumph of
creation.

VHS

The program begins with the moment of conception and ends
with the miracle of birth.

612.7 Hea

BILL NYE : HEART [videorecording]

DVD

Bill Nye checks out this important muscular pump's function in
the body, by pulling nine "Gs" with the United States Navy's
Blue Angels and chatting with Seattle Mariner Edgar Martinez.

612.7 Mus

Muscular, skeletal, and integumentary systems: defining DVD
our form [videorecording]

A collection of science videos explaining the basics of
anatomy.

612.7 Ski

The skin, its structure and function [videorecording]

VHS

Uses animated diagrams and electron microscopic views to
study the protective, insulating, sensory, and defensive roles
of the skin. Discusses the characteristics of each skin layer,
such as, skin pigmentation, sweat glands, and sebaceous
glands, as well as the hair and nails.

612.74 Phy

Physiology [videorecording] : human muscles.

VHS

The human body is more complex and unique and
ergonomically efficient than our best mechanical inventions.
This video explores the mysteries of motion from our brain to
muscle fibers to the microscopic protein filaments that make
movement possible.

612.75 Bon

Bones and joints (DVD) [videorecording]

DVD

Program presented by Dr. David Michaely at Boston Children's
Hospital introducting topics such as: movement and the
human skeleton, structure and function of joints, bone growth,
positive and negative effects of exercise, and degenerative
diseases.

612.8 Bra

Brain games. Season 2 [videorecording]

DVD

Interactive games and intricate experiments designed to leave
viewers rethinking how much faith they are willing to put in
everything from memory to multitasking. Host Jason Silva and
Deception Specialist Apollo Robbins are teaming up with some
of the world's foremost neuroscientists to reveal the incredible
inner-workings of the brain.

612.8 Fin

The final mystery (VHS) [videorecording] : what is
consciousness?

DVD

In this program, Dr. Greenfield seeks to understand the human
body's most remarkable phenomenon-and explains why the
existence of each mind's private world of experiences and
feelings is actually more incredible than the fact that life on
Earth evolved at all. The case of Graham Young, who lost his
right-side vision in both eyes and yet is still able to process
that visual information, adds support to her thesis.

612.8 Mys

Mystery of the senses [videorecording] / vision.

VHS

An educational discussion of vision, one of the 5 senses.

612.8 Ner

The nervous system: neurons, networks, and the human DVD
brain [videorecording]

Chronicles fertilzation, the union of sex cells from male and
female, and, in miraculous detail, the development of a new
human life.

A collection of science videos explaining the basics of
anatomy.

612.82 Bra

Brain games [videorecording (DVD)]

DVD

Provides a fascinating window into the inner workings of the
brain as never before. Through interactive experiments and
tricks, revealed is how the brain creates the illusion of a
seamless reality. As these revealing experiments provide a
unique view into the brain, the world's leading experts explain
how and why these tests work. Examines real people with
extraordinary brains, an reveals new discoveries about
attention, sensory perception, and memory.

The brain [videorecording] : evolution.

VHS

Looks at the evolution of the brain, how it works, and how its
architecture is altered by personal experiences.

The brain: perception [Videorecording].

VHS

This program explores how we interpret the information our
senses bring us.

612.82 Sec

The secret life of the brain. The teenage brain: a world of DVD
their own [videorecording] / Episode 3

This series explores the startling new map of the brain that has
emerged from the past decade of neuroscience and shares a
revelatory view of this most complicated organ, which now
contradicts much of what we previously believed. Narrated by
actress Blair Brown, the series tells stories through a mix of
personal histories, expert commentary and cutting-edge
animation. Viewers will not only learn startling new truths
about the brain, they will voyage inside it.

613.2 Hum

Human nutrition. Program 1, Introduction to nutrition
[videorecording]

DVD

Educational and entertaining presentation on general nutrition.

613.2 You

Your nutrition style: personalizing the pyramid /
(Videodisc)

DVD

Four people get a "nutrition makeover."

613.2083 Tee

Teen nutrition [videorecording] : what's the big debate?

DVD

Explains why nutrition is important. Presents ways that
teenagers can improve their eating habits.

613.83 Ecs

Ecstasy : your brain, your body, your choice /
[videorecording]

VHS

Introduces basic concepts about the brain and reward
pathways, nerve cells, and how drugs like ecstasy produce
their various effects.

613.85 Sec

Secrets through the smoke [videorecording] : an
educational video featuring Dr. Jeffrey Wigand

DVD

613.85 Six

60 minutes Jeffrey Wigand parts 1&2 [videorecording]

VHS

Presents Dr. Wigand's claims that his former employer, Brown
& Williamson Tobacco, has known about the addictive property
of nicotine and the carcinogenic qualities of cigarettes, and has
routinely added chemicals to their product that would enhance
its effect. After leaving the company, Wigand has been
subjected to threats, harassment and a character assassination
campaign.

613.85 Wha

What's wrong with tobacco? [videorecording]

VHS

Uses a variety of scenes and speakers to get across a vital
message to teen viewers--tobacco kills.

613.9 Con

Contraceptive choices [videorecording]

VHS

A non-judgemental look at the different types of contraceptives
available, their effectiveness and instructions on their proper
use in preventing pregnancy.

614.1 Pos

Post mortem : the death investigation crisis in America.

DVD

In over 1,300 counties across America, elected coroners, many
with no medical or scientific background, are in charge of
death investigations. Nationwide there is a severe shortage of
competent forensic pathologists to do autopsies. The rate of
autopsies -- the gold standard of death investigation--has
plummeted over decades. As a result, not only do murders go
free and innocent people go to jail, but the crisis in death
investigation in America is also a threat to public health.

614.4 Vac

Vaccines [videorecording] : calling the shots

DVD

Diseases that were largely eradicated in the U.S. a generation
ago - including whooping cough, measles, mumps - are
returning, in part because nervous parents are skipping their
children's shots. This takes viewers around the world to track
epidemics, explore the science behind vaccinations, and shed
light on the risks of opting out. The vast majority of Americans
- more than 90% - vaccinate their children. Yet many people
have questions about the safety of vaccines.

614.5112 Typ

Typhoid Mary [videorecording (DVD)] : the most
dangerous woman in America

DVD

In 1906 in America it was first discovered that humans could
transmit typhoid fever. This is a dramatization of the outbreak
and a profile of Irish cook Mary Mallon, known as 'Typhoid
Mary'. Quarantined against her will, the story reveals the
newfound power of health officials to protect the masses, often
at the expense of personal liberties.

615.329 Ant

Antibiotics [videorecording]

DVD

"Investigate the ongoing battle between man and microbes.
Learn how antibiotics work and fiind out how germs
continually evolve to evade--and survive. Watch as experts
finally come clean about the way hand-washing affects germs"-Container.

616 Med

Medicine [videorecording]

DVD

3 (Producer) This program describes 13 achievements:
Vesalius's anatomical charts; Harvey's breakthrough on blood
circulation; the identification of blood groups; the development
of anesthesia; the discovery of X-rays; Pasteur's establishment
of bacteriology; the importance of vitamins; the discovery and
isolation of penicillin; the development of sulfa drugs; the
invention of vaccines; and the discoveries of insulin,
oncogenes, and the human immunodeficiency virus or HIV.

616.02774 Ste

Stem cells [videorecording]

DVD

University of Wisconsin-Madison researchers Timothy
Mulcahey, Neal L. First, Lloyd M. Smith, and Robin Alta Charo
are featured in this presentation on stem cells, stem cell
research, and the ethics of stem cell research.

616.079 Hum

The human immune system [videorecording] : the
fighting edge.

DVD

Discusses how the human body's immune system maintains
good health and fights disease. Explores the relationship of the
immune system to cancer, allergies, and AIDS, and describes
medical treatments. Presents a case study of a baby born with
a defective immune system and tells how he was treated so
that he could live a normal life.

616.079 Imm

The immunological system: recognition, attack and
memory [videorecording]

DVD

A collection of science videos explaining the basics of
anatomy.

616.1 Blo

Blood detectives [videorecording].

DVD

616.4 Hum

Human body: Endocrine system (revised)
[videorecording].

VHS

Animation discusses the workings of the endocrine system.

616.83 Tou

Tourette's syndrome [videorecording] : new hope for a
cure.

DVD

This program takes a penetrating look at the pathophysiology
of Tourette's syndrome and a range of attendant disorders,
including self-mutilation, through the cases of Shane Festell,
spotlighted in the series "The Mind Traveller"; John Davidson,
profiled in "John's Not Mad and "The Boy Can't Help It"; and
others. Leading researchers such as Oliver Sacks discuss their
findings aswell as experimental - and frequently controversial treatments, including transcranial magnetic stimulation,
environmental therapy, low-level doses of THC, nicotine via
transdermal patches, and injections of botulinum

616.85 Fig

Fighting back. teenage depression [videorecording]

VHS

This program, for grades 9-14, documents the stories of three
teenagers who experienced and overcame depression to help
students recognize their own symptoms.

616.85 Sec

The secret life of Mary-Margaret [videorecording] :
portrait of a bulimic

VHS

Recounts the story of a beautiful all-American girl, MaryMargaret Carter, and the true story of her ordeal with bulimia.
Chronicles the physical and mental effects of bulimia on the
individual and urges those suffering from eating disorders to
seek help.

616.86 Add

Addiction [videorecording]

DVD

"Is addiction a disease? Or is it a chosen behavior? Hear from
scientists who are studying the brain, psychology, social
factors, and genetics. Meet people who live with substance
abuse issues"--Container.

616.86 Alc

Alcohol and cocaine--the secret of addiction
[videorecording]

VHS

Examines the devastation caused by addiction, its sources,
and whether or not it is societal or genetic. Explores the latest
medical findings concerning the effects on the mind and body.

616.86 Fac

Faces of addiction [videorecording]

VHS

Three short films of real life stories of addictive behavior and
potential solutions.

616.86 Har

Hard choices [videorecording]

VHS

Designed to tell young people about how alcohol and other
drug use has negatively affected the lives of many people.
Relates the stories of Ben Vereen, Dawn Larson, and
chronicles the LSD-related death of the 18 year old son of Al
Sicherman.

616.925 Sur

Surviving ebola

DVD

As the Ebola epidemic threatens to spiral out of control, NOVA
reports from the hot zone, where courageous medical teams
struggle to cope with a flood of victims, to labs where
scientists are racing to test vaccines and find a cure. Surviving
Ebola includes chilling firsthand interviews of what it's like to
catch and survive this terrible affliction.

616.97 Aid

AIDS [videorecording] ending the epidemic

DVD

Examines the changing demographics of people who are
testing positive for HIV and AIDS, looks at the progress
scientists have made in AIDS treatments, and examines the
ongoing work to develop an AIDS vaccine.

616.97 All

Allergy planet [videorecording]

DVD

"This program travels the globe to examine the complex web of
causes of what is amounting to an outright allergy pandemic.
Topics include food allergies, pollution-induced asthma,
allergies caused by cumulative damage to the skin due to
overly aggressive hygiene, allergies to dust mites in the home
and off-gassing chemicals found in new construction, and the
controversial condition MCS, multiple chemical sensitivity.
Also addressed are genetically induced asthma; the LEKTI
antibody and its role in Netherton syndrome and the multiple
allergies that partially characterize that condition; and
imbalances in the antibody IGE, used by the immune system
both to fight allergens and to bind to bodily parasites.
Confusion of allergies with food intolerances and
psychologically induced allergy-like histamine releases are
considered as well."--container.

616.97 Gro

Growing up in the age of Aids [videorecording]

VHS

Geared toward teenagers, this is a discussion of the issues,
facts and fallacies surrounding AIDS, hosted by Peter
Jennings. Filmed before a live audience, with the Surgeon
General and leading experts answering questions from the
audience and callers from around the country.

616.97 Mil

A million teenagers [videorecording].

VHS

The program discusses gonorrhea, chlamydia, herpes,
syphilis, and genital warts, as well as presenting a major
sequence on AIDS. It explains the physiology of the diseases,
their transmission, symptoms and treatment.

616.97 Und

Understanding HIV and AIDS (videodisc) [videorecording] DVD

toxin. The genetic roots of TS are also considered.

Explores questions students have about HIV and AIDS,
explaining what it is, and discussing how it is transmitted,
treated, and prevented. Includes a teacher's guide.

616.979 Boy

The boy in the bubble [videorecording]

DVD

When David Vetter died at the age of 12, he was already world
famous: the boy in the plastic bubble. Here, serious questions
are answered. Did doctors, in a rush to save a child, condemn
the boy to a life not worth living and instead kill him?

618.2 Pre

Pregnant man: [videorecording] one man's uncensored
memoir of pregnancy.

DVD

Follows Gordon Churchwell's transition from a clueless
husband to birth partner and parent during his wife's
pregnancy.

623.74 Ris

Rise of the drones [videorecording]

DVD

Nova reveals the amazing technologies that make drones so
powerful. From cameras that can capture every detail of an
entire city at a glance, to swarming robots that can make
decisions on their own, to giant air frames that can stay aloft
for days on end, drones are changing our relationship to war,
surveillance and each other. Discover the cutting-edge
technologies that are propelling us toward a new chapter in
aviation history.

627.7 Cal

Calypso's search for Atlantis. [videorecording]

VHS

Follows Jacques Cousteau and his crew as they dive in the
Aegean Sea in search of clues to the mystery of the legendary
lost land of Atlantis.

628.4458 Inv

Invention : recycling /VHS (videorecording)

VHS

Delves into the young, but essential, recycling movement.
Features a biodegradable golf tee made of sawdust and
applesauce, and a fleece jacket made from recycled plastic
bottles.

629.13 Ame

Amelia Earhart [videorecording - DVD] :

DVD

Examines the life of Amelia Earhart the famous woman pilot
who set many records before she was mysteriously lost over
the Pacific Ocean in 1937.

629.22 Rid

Ride safe, ride smart [videorecording]

DVD

Safety tips for ATV riders.

629.22 Who

Who killed the electric car? [videorecording]

DVD

Chronicles the development of the electric car as an alternative
to gas-run cars and examines the car manufacturing industry's
fight against the Zero Emmision Vehicle mandate passed by
California in the 1990's.

629.28 Avo

Avoiding collisions [videorecording] : how to survive the VHS
teenage driving years

Discusses driving skills with teenagers.

629.28 Def

Defensive driving [videorecording]

VHS

"Driving for Dollars", a hypothetical TV game show, is the
setting of this humorous video. Three teenagers vie for prizes
to specific driving situations.

629.28 Eme

Emergency situations [videorecording]

VHS

Describes some of the most common emergencies, and
recommends the proper action to minimize the chance of
injury. Students learn what to do when brakes fail, the
accelerator sticks, engine overheats, or the battery is dead.
Also covers changing a tire, how to react to a blowout, and
how to drive safely in rain and high winds.

629.28304 Neo

Neon drunk driving simulator (VHS) [videorecording] :
high school video.

VHS

629.4 Ame

America in space: the first 40 years (Videorecording)

DVD

A documentary view of the U.S. space program, with scenes
from its 25 year history, including the 1st 7 astronauts, the
Voyager missions, the Mariner and Viking Missions and the
Space Shuttle.

629.43 Eye

Eyes in the sky [videorecording].

VHS

Satellites the world's most advanced information gathering
technology now are, global positioning systems, weather
observatories and more. See how they keep us all globally
aware.

629.45 Apo

Apollo 10 [videorecording] : green light for a lunar
landing.

VHS

Shows highlights of the second lunar orbital mission by
astronauts Stafford, Cernan and Young, featuring views of the
earth from space.

Apollo 11 [videorecording] : eagle has landed.

VHS

Shows the dramatic moment when Neil Armstrong set foot on
the moon.

Apollo 13 [videorecording] : Houston, we have a problem. VHS

Discusses the problems encountered by this mission.

Apollo 14 [videorecording] : Mission to Fra Mauro.

VHS

Vivid account of the mission, including problems encountered
on the way to the moon and how they were solved.

Apollo 15 [videorecording] : In the mountains of the
moon.

VHS

Mission that marked the debut of the lunar roving vehicle
(LRV).

Apollo 16 [videorecording] : Nothing so hidden.

VHS

Presents a true account of the lunar landing, mission and
exploration in the highland region of the moon.

Apollo 17 [videorecording] : On the shoulders of giants.

VHS

Discusses the problems encountered by this mission.

629.45 One

One small step for man [videorecording]

VHS

A retrospect of the Apollo Space Mission.

631.5233 Gen

Genetically modified foods [videorecording]

DVD

"Is genetic engineering safe: It may be too soon to tell, but that
doesn't' stop Bill Nye from exploring the benefits and risks.
Students will hear from traditional wheat breeders, from
researchers who analyze organic and pesticide-free crops, and
from corporations engaged in genetic engineering"--Container.

635 Gar

Garden pond basics [videorecording]

VHS

Tips on planning, building and maintaining a beautiful and
health garden pond.

636.5 Egg

Eggs 101 [videorecording] : a video project

DVD

641.59 Glo

Global eating: learning from other cultures / (Videodisc)

DVD

646.6 New

New fabrics then fibers [videorecording]

DVD

647.957 Sup

Super size me [videorecording].

DVD

A study of how other countries eat.

650 Bus

Business communication [videorecording] : listening

DVD

Portrays the value of listening skills in business
communication.

Business communication [videorecording] : reading

DVD

Portrays the value of reading skills in business
communication.

Business communication [videorecording] : speaking

DVD

Portrays the value of speaking skills in business
communication.

Business communication [videorecording] : writing

DVD

Portrays the value of writing skills in business communication.

650.13 Com

Complete job search system (videodisc) [videorecording] DVD
: succeeding on the job

650.14 Com

Complete job search system (videodisc) [videorecording] DVD
: career evaluation
Complete job search system (videodisc) [videorecording] DVD
: finding a job
Complete job search system (videodisc) [videorecording] DVD
: interviewing for a job
Complete job search system (videodisc) [videorecording] DVD
: the right job for your personality

650.14 Dud

Dude, I need to find a job [videorecording]

DVD

Join High School senior Will as he attempts to find a job. Learn
the importance of a good resume, where to look for jobs, how
to 'sell' yourself at an interview, good communication skills,
and how to gain the competitive edge and build self-esteem.

650.14 Ide

The ideal resume [videorecording]

VHS

Shows how to structure a resume to sell achievements, skills
and abilities, noting the difference between a first-time job
search and a career change resume and stressing the
importance of the covering letter. Introduces the services
available to list an electronic resume on the Internet.

650.14 Int

Interviewing tips for teens (videodisc) [videorecording]

DVD

Directed toward teens looking for part-time, summer, or parttime employment. Shows students how to dress for interviews,
deal with stress, sell themselves, follow-up and most
importantly, demonstrate self-confidence.

650.14 Sel

Sell yourself (videodisc) [videorecording] : successful
job interviewing.

DVD

Shows viewers how to "ace" a tough job interview. See over a
dozen dramatic and sometimes humorous re-enactments of
common interviewing situations.

650.142 Res

Resumes & cover letters Standing out Program 2,
[videorecording]

DVD

Discusses how to make your cover letter stand out and the
best way to sell yourself to potential employers.

650.144 Int

Interviewing getting ready. Program 1 [videorecording]

DVD

Explains how to prepare for an interview, and the different
types of interviews.

652.3 Int

An introduction to keyboarding [videorecording] : grades DVD
6-12

658 Tou

Tough at the top [videorecording] business management DVD
styles

This attention-grabbing program from Australia goes over the
top to dramatize five basic business management styles:
autocratic, persuasive, consultative, participative, and laissezfaire. [container].

658.4 Int

In the classroom with David Robinson.

DVD

Former NBA basketball star, David Robinson, speaks candidly
about his life experiences in terms of becoming a successful
person. Topics include love, hate, leadership, balance and
success.

658.8 Bra

Brand marketing: why we eat, drink, and wear brand
names /VHS (Videorecording)

VHS

Explores the tactics of marketing and the tools it uses, and
such things as market research, branding and packaging.

658.8 Com

Communicating with customers [videorecording] : an
entry level guide

DVD

658.8 Ins

Inside Saatchi & Saatchi: a spirited case study
(videorecording) [videorecording]

VHS

659.1 Bus

Business ethics [videorecording] : truth in advertising

DVD

659.14 Bes

Best of commercials of the 50's & 60's [videorecording].

VHS

Compilation of television commercials from the 1950's and
1960's.

660.65 Gen

Genetic engineering [videorecording] : exploring the
issues

DVD

Explores the concept, social aspects and ethics of genetic
engineering, including current applications, risks to the
environment, control, and use on humans.

Genetic engineering part 1 [videorecording] : how DNA
works

DVD

3 (Producer) Addresses the mechanics of DNA replication and
the subject of genetic engineering.

662.2 Kab

Kaboom! [videorecording]

VHS

Experience the ultimate chemical reaction -- the explosion.
With high speed photography and dramatic reconstruction,
NOVA examines the history of explosives and their role in
accidents, war and terrorism.

664 Foo

Food processing [videorecording] : a video field trip

DVD

681.1 Anc

Ancient computer [videorecording].

DVD

Examines the device believed to be the world's first computer
discovered in 1900 on a 2,000-year-old Greek shipwreck in the
Mediterranean.

684 Bas

Basic shop safety /VHS (Videotape)

VHS

Discusses safe shop procedures. Stresses the importance of
wearing protective gear. Covers fire, chemical, and electrical
hazards. Includes first aid procedures as well. Accompanying
study guide is available.

A look at a company in Brazil from launch to finish.

687 Tre

The trend [videorecording] : where fashion begins

VHS

Presents the introduction to a series of videos on the fashion
industry. Focuses on how fashion designers such as Gucci's
Tom Ford and Hugo Boss's Werner Baldessarini identify
trends. Compares trend-spotting in the fashion industry and
the auto industry.

